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A Letter from Heaven 

 
Todd Sullivan 

Mableton 
 

 
 
How long has it been, since you first sought out the gift 
So young you were then, the future a wide blank space 
You learned a new word that meant the writer of books 
In secret you told me this path you would follow 
Even as a child, you knew the trek would be long 
Hands clasped, you prayed that you would always remain strong 
 
Book after book you read to make your young mind strong 
Friendless childhood, you did not know it was my gift 
Often alone in silence, the days seemed so long 
In class, teachers scolded you not to stare into space 
Cease with your daydreaming, those rules they said follow 
You attempted, but could not coax your thoughts from books 
 
Worlds born in your mind, you aspired to write books 
Building narratives, paving plots meant to be strong 
You studied written worlds, hints you tried to follow 
Deciphering clues from pages, a treasured gift 
Deep inside you grew within your infinite space 
This truth I whispered, time in this life is not long 
 
You pushed on as an adult, your vision stretched long 
Harvesting the buds of worlds, you published some books 
Throughout the south you travelled under stars in space 
Each stop you publicly spoke and soon became strong 
Hardships suffered, have you yet realize they were my gift 
For on your written road, there is none to follow 
 
Over years you carved from time the path to follow 
Spent many days alone, the nights feeling so long 
You cursed me for inspiring you to chase this gift 
That desire from youth to be writer of books 
But the lesson I promised was how to be strong  
So I kept others away, you needed the space 
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Half your life has passed, you have created your space 
Surprised by those, you are, who seek you to follow 
You are a writer of words who have become strong 
But your path is not yet done, the distance still long 
Into the world you have seeded many new books  
With the hope that readers will treat them as a gift 
 
In the space of a lifetime, you learned writer means strong 
You found none to follow, to you, my greatest gift 
Long you have sought, in from seeking produced many books. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


